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Composite performance indicators of steganographic systems 

are investigated, on the basis  which a new approach to the 

construction covert channel models in telecommunication 

communication networks is proposed. Analytical expressions 

are obtained for estimating the maximum value  covert chan-

nel bandwidth when introducing a counteraction method and 

when changing packet lengths, which allow determining the 

performance characteristics of the steganographic data hid-

ing system. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The global proliferation and continuous improvement  computer and telecommunications sys-

tems and communication networks is accompanied by an increase in their bandwidth, the integra-

tion multimedia services and applications using promising technologies for building distributed 

communication networks, as well as the increasing information security challenges.  

Problems of shared ensuring confidentiality, availability and integrity transmitted information 

are solved by using cryptographic and steganographic methods of its protection. Cryptography is 

aimed at keeping secret the semantics transmitted messages, while steganography is aimed at keep-

ing secret the very fact transmission such message. Unlike cryptography, which hides the contents 

of a secret message, steganography hides its very existence. Steganography is usually used together 

with methods  cryptography, thus supplementing it [1, p. 202; 2]. 

Steganography is the art sending secret messages or invisible messages of a mixed type, 

transmitted over overt communication channels. Steganography (from Greek   -  hidden 

and γραφω - writing, literally "secret writing") is a special science covert transmission packets by 

keeping secret the very fact transmission [3, p.6]. Steganography is also a science about the ways 

transmission and storage of secret data in various files, such as text, audio, video, and service net-

work packets [2, 4]. 

It is worth noting that steganography system hides not only the fact  sending some secret mes-
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sage from Alice to Bob, but Eva does not even know that Alice communicates with Bob. Therefore, 

the construction of covert channels with increased bandwidth and information security using meth-

ods, algorithms and tools steganographic systems is an extremely relevant problem in telecommuni-

cation communication networks and critical infrastructure systems. 

In [4-7], methods, algorithms and prospects of development steganographic systems for hid-

ing mixed type information in text documents, audio signals and video images are analyzed. In ad-

dition, in [6; 8; 9, p.24-26] the effectiveness of transmission secret data through covert channels 

based on ways to counter information leakage through covert network channels is investigated.  

However, the problem studying the composite indicators steganographic communication sys-

tem bandwidth with the necessary parameters in telecommunication communication networks has 

not been solved at a sufficient level to this day. 

We consider the solution to the above problem: the study and analysis composite performance 

indicators steganographic systems in hiding data transmitted through communication channels. 

 

2. Problem statement 

 

It is known [3, p.13; 10, p.412] that steganography is a technology about methods transmis-

sion hidden messages, where the covert channel is organized on the basis of and inside the overt 

channel of communication, using of specifics of perception of the information. 

Steganographic systems widely use various methods and algorithms to hide information in 

text documents, in speech messages and in moving images [3, p.94-95]. Steganographic algorithms 

have two transforms: the direct steganographic transform: F NKBM →→→  , and the reverse 

steganographic transform: 1−F MKN →→  , matching respectively the triple (message, empty 

container, key) container – result, and the pair (filled container, key) source message. To build a 

model steganographic data hiding system, we introduce the following indicators covert channel [11, 

p.28-31]: 

● Steganographic field of signal units SE – covert channel spaces in steganographic systems, 

taking into account methods embedding, detection and extraction [3, p.15-16]: 

],,,,,,[ 1−= FFNKMBSBSE  ,                                                 (1) 

where the objects of the steganographic field SE  are: −b  container, the carrier of information and 

container, is the unrestricted data used to hide messages, −Bb  set of all containers; m  – mes-

sage, Mm  – set of all messages; k  – key, Kk  – set of all keys (with public and secret keys); −n  

filled or modified container, −Nn  set of all filled containers ( Bnb , ).  

● The method and algorithm data embedding −F  a set  instructions implemented on a ste-

ganographic container to embed messages and retrieve a modified container ( Bnb , ):  

NKMBF →: ;    ],,[ kmbFn = ,                                                (2) 

● Detection method −−1F  a set of instructions implemented on a modified container to detect 

and extract messages: 

MKNF →− :1 ,    ],[1 knFm −= ,    Bnb ,                                    (3) 

● Hidden channel steganographic system −SB  frequency, temporal and spatial area multime-

dia data suitable for steganographic message transmission: 

SBBE →:  ,   BSB ,                                                           (4) 

Expressions (1),...,(4) describe the essence of the new approach to the construction of the ste-

ganographic data hiding system model and are the basic parameters steganographic processes when 
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hiding messages transmitted via communication channels. 

Studies show [2; 3, p.18; 9, p.36-37; 10] that steganographic processes can be conditionally 

broken into 3 stages: 

1. At the first stage, objects of the steganographic field KkMmBb  ,,  are selected and 

any information can be used as hidden data: text, audio file, image, 3=K ; 

2. The second stage is selection of the method embedding, F , and detection, 1−F  ; 

3. At the third stage the stegano-key is generated. A stegano-key is some restricted infor-

mation, known only to a legitimate user, necessary to hide the message [1, p.208-209; 11]. 

Thus, we propose models for assessing the performance of a covert channel when using 

methods to counteract information leakage, based on limiting the bandwidth of the communication 

channel by changing the length of service cn

iL  and useful packets nn

iL  . 

To formalize the problem, we propose a mathematical model that will most accurately reflect 

the steganographic processes occurring in the steganographic communication network under study 

when embedding and extracting hidden data, and will allow obtaining analytical expressions to cal-

culate their speed performance. 

 

3. Schematic operation of the investigated steganographic communication network model  

 

On the basis of the system-technical analysis steganographic communication network charac-

teristics, a schematic operation of the investigated link model consisting of transmitting and receiv-

ing steganographic systems shown in Fig. 1 is proposed. On the basis of this schematic the covert 

channel is constructed. It is known [8] that transmission secret messages in steganographic systems 

is carried out through covert channels. In 1973, the term "covert channel" was firstly introduced by 

Simmons [3, p.93; 8], who established that the problem of information leakage is not limited to 

software. A covert channel is a communication channel, which was not intended for the transmis-

sion of mixed type messages in telecommunications systems [2]. 

Fig.1. shows a structural and functional schematic of a steganography system for data hiding, 

where there are three subjects: transmitting (Alice), receiving (Bob) and interfering (Eva), as well as 

the source (SM) and the recipient of the message (RM). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Structural and functional schematic diagram of the steganographic data hiding system 

 

It follows from the schematic that a covert channel is a telecommunication channel that sends 

information in a different way and algorithm, which was not originally intended for it. Usually cov-

ert channels are divided into two groups according to transmission technique: covert channels by 

memory and by time. Here, the hidden data is called steganogram. 

The conducted research shows [2; 3, p.94] that the efficiency steganographic systems with the 

intensity i  and packet length iL  , is characterized by the following functional dependence: 
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]),,(),([),( ... oбiiсkicmiiэфф PLСLQWLE  =  ,   3,1=i  ,                             (5) 

where −.oбP  probability detection of steganogram, transmitted packet with length ),( cn

i

nn

ii LLL = ; 

−)(. icm LQ  steganographic cost of a communication system with packet length iL , which character-

izes the degree carrier change after exposure to the steganographic method; −),( iiсk LС   bandwidth 

capacity of the covert channel, given the incoming flow rate i  when transmitting the i -th container 

traffic packet with message length iL , 3,1=i  . 

Expression (5) describes covert channel models in steganography system, based on changes in 

the lengths of service and useful packets, and takes into account their performance indicators. 

 

4. Model description and performance analysis steganographic systems 

 

Given the problem statement, a comprehensive approach is required in the study of the main 

characteristics of the covert channel communication systems with packet switching [12, p.120] us-

ing the protocol stack IP/MPLS (Internet Protocol/MultiProtocol Label Switching). 

There is an important problem developing a mathematical model of steganographic system 

used for transmission of hidden messages. Te bandwidth of a covert channel is taken as the criterion 

efficiency of steganographic systems [2; 13-15]. 

The mathematical formulation of the problem proposed approach to building a steganographic 

systems efficiency model for estimating the covert channel bandwidth in the telecommunications 

system is described by the following objective functions: 

,)],((max[W),(. iick
i

эфф LCArgLE  =  Ki ,1=                                    (6) 

with the following constraints 

),(),( .. iiдопokciiokc LCLC   ,   ,... допобнобн РP      ..)( допcmicm QLQ  ,      Ki ,1= ,           (7) 

where −),(. iiэфф LE   functions that take into account the efficiency steganographic systems, taking 

into account the incoming flow rate i  when transmitting the flowof the i-th container traffic packet 

with the length iL ; −),( iiokc LC   total bandwidth of the communication channel with packet 

switching, taking into account the incoming flow rate i  when transmitting the flow of the i-th 

packet with the length iL , Ki ,1= . 

Expressions (6) and (7) characterize the general essence of the new approach to building a 

mathematical model for assessing the efficiency steganographic system, taking into account the var-

iation of packet lengths.  

Among the investigated expressions (5), (6) and (7), the key indicator of steganographic sys-

tems efficiency is the covert channel bandwidth. The latter is determined by the volume of secret 

multimedia data that can be sent per unit time. 

 

5. Study of the bandwidth capacity of the covert channel 

 

One of the important indicators steganographic system is the maximum bandwidth capacity 

(MBC) of the covert channel, which is estimated with the help of informative characteristics as fol-

lows: 

}
][][

),(
{max),(

)( tETE

UVI
LС

nn

c

up
iiсk

+
= ,  packet/s ,     Ki ,1= ,                           (8) 
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where −][ nnTE  the average packet transmission time; −)(up  the set of possible distributions proba-

bilities hiding data transmitted through the communication channel; −][tE  the average time re-

quired to move a packet in the communication channel; −),( UVIc  the mutual information random 

variables UV ,  .  

Expression (8) determines the bandwidth of the covert channel with errors 0)/( VUHc , us-

ing informative and time characteristics of the steganographic system [10, p.151-152]. Besides, 

formula (8) is the threshold characteristic of the covert channel and can be expressed as 

         kkiicknn
n

iick
i

iiсk mogHLVTHimLVLС 2max ]/),([]/[)],([max),(  ===
→

 ,               (9) 

where −kH  encoder entropy, bits/packet. 

It follows from (9) that the bandwidth of the covert channel is completely determined by the 

transmission speed ),( iick LV   of the packet and the basis of the code used km  . 

The following formula [10, p. 150] is used to estimate the mutual information random varia-

bles UV ,  : 

)/()()/()(),( VUHUHUVHVHUVI ccccc −=−=  ,                              (10)  

Formula (10) describes informative input and output parameters of the covert channel. 

To study of the MBC of a covert channel it is necessary to take into account the problem in-

formation leakage through covert network channels, which are characterized by a large scale due to 

the fact that the IP protocol stack is widely used in steganographic systems.  

In this work, we use the highly efficient IP/MPLS protocol stack, which has many features 

that allow it to be used for covert transmission restricted-access data. Among the ways to counter 

information leakage over covert network channels, it is common to distinguish detection, elimina-

tion, and bandwidth limitation [13, 16-20]. The latter make it possible to manage the bandwidth the 

covert channel and control the residual bandwidth of the channel [7; 8; 14-16]. 

 

6. Evaluating the temporal characteristics steganographic systems 

 

Suppose that we use a way to counteract information leakage through covert channels by 

changing the length of each packet transmitted through communication channels. Then the length 

transmitted packets increases by the number bits per packet, having uniform distribution on the 

set }0{dN  , where d is the parameter counteraction method. To transmit the symbol "  ", Alice 

sends via covert channels packets of length  

}0{,)1()( 1 −++=
ууLcky NdLL  ,                                (11) 

where −ckyL  sum of header lengths network and channel levels of the model interaction of open 

systems kуcуcky LLL +=  when using the IP/MPLS protocol stack; −ууL  indicators of the covert 

channel, taking into account protocol units and the length of the service link packet with which the 

set of instructions F  implemented for steganographic container ( Bnb ,  ) by formula (2) for em-

bedding secret messages. 

The header length parameter ckyL  identified in the IP/MPLS protocol stack for IPv4 is 34 

bytes and 140=ууL  when using the Ethernet data link layer technology, and for IPv6 header length 

is 54ckyL  bytes and 204=ууL  [12, p.224-227; 17; 18].  

Given the specifics of the IP/MPLS protocol and the way to counter information leakage 

through covert channels, which is bandwidth limitation, the average packet transmission time is de-
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termined by the expression: 

),(2

1)1(

),(
][

iiokc

óó

iiokc

ckó

nn
LC

dL

LC

L
TE



−+
+= ,                                           (12) 

From (12) we can see that ][ nnTE  significantly depends mainly on the parameter of the hid-

den ууL  channel and the bandwidth of the shared communication channel ),( iiokc LC   . 

In this method of construction of the covert channel with the introduction of the proposed 

counteraction [13, 14; 19; 20], the parameter ууL  of the channel taking into account the mutual in-

formation of random variables is:  

                          ууLogYXI 2),( = ,  0→ск

ошP  , 0)/( =XYH                                          (13) 

It follows from (13) that the covert channel parameter is determined using the counteraction 

method, the error probability ск

ошP  and the index mutual information of the random variables YX , . 

 

7. Study and evaluation performance efficiency of the steganographic system 

 

Given the network and link layer header length function of the open systems interaction mod-

el ckyL  and the parameter d  , as well as the Lambert function [4, 5, 6], the covert channel parameter 

is determined as follows:   

)]1(/)12()1/[()12( +−+−= deLWdLL ckуckууу ,                                     (14) 

where −)(W  Lambert function [5], determined as the inverse function to 
wwewf =)(  , for complex 

w  . In addition, the Lambert function for any complex z  is determined by the functional equa-

tion )()( zWezWz =  . 

In steganographic systems, the main characteristic is the MBC of the covert channel, which is 

determined as follows: 

                        
ck

n

ууckуck

уу

ck

LE

dLLN

dLog
LС






][

]1)1(2[

)1(2
),(

2

.max




−++

+
=


,                                 (15) 

where −ckN  number of covert channels organized in steganography system; −][ ckLE  average length 

of packets transmitted via covert channels; −ck  coefficient effective use of covert channel. 

Expression (15) determines the maximum bandwidth capacity of the covert channel depend-

ing on the performance efficiency of steganographic systems.  

 

8. Numerical results and interpretation 
 

On the basis of the model, a numerical evaluation was made by modeling performance indica-

tors of covert channels of steganographic systems using the Communications Toolbox package, an 

extension of the standard Matlab environment, R 2019b (9.7; 64 bit), designed for the calculation 

and modeling communication systems when using the IP/MPLS protocol stack. Based on the nu-

merical values, a graphical dependence of the MBC of the covert channel on the total bandwidth of 

the packet-switched communication system with a given steganographic system performance indi-

cator is plotted in Fig.2.  

Analysis of graphical dependence ],),,(,[),(max dLLCWLС ckуokcсk  =  shows that an in-

crease of the total bandwidth of communication channel ),( LCokc   leads to an increase in the MBC 

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9E%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%8F_%D1%84%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%BA%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%BF%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%81%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B5_%D1%87%D0%B8%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A4%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%BA%D1%86%D0%B8%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B5_%D1%83%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A4%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%BA%D1%86%D0%B8%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B5_%D1%83%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5
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of the covert channel 100,...,15),(max LС сk   Kbps, meeting the requirements stability of network 

steganography for data hiding and construction high-speed steganographic communication systems 

using packet switching. Its noticeable change starts from values 4096),( LCokc   Kbps with a giv-

en speed communication channel open systems and service parameters of packets hidden data. In 

this case, the MBC of the covert channel is 45),(.max LС сk   Kbps at 32),( =LVck   Kbps. 

 
 

Fig.2. Graphical dependence of the maximum bandwidth capacity of a covert channel on the total 

bandwidth of the packet-switched communication system 

 

Thus, the results of the study show that the MBC of the covert channel depends significantly 

on the parameter of the counteraction method, informative characteristics of the system and the pa-

rameter packet lengths of the network and link layers of the model.  

 

9. Conclusion 

 

As a result of the study efficiency of steganography systems in telecommunication networks, 

a new approach to the construction of a mathematical model of the covert channel bandwidth, tak-

ing into account the indicators both the input and output characteristics of the covert channel, the 

length of the service packet, steganographic processes for message embedding, and counteraction 

the method is proposed. 

Based on the study of the model, which is based on information theory, analytical expres-

sions are obtained for the evaluation composite performance indicators of steganographic systems 

in hiding data transmitted through communication channels. 
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